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About This Content

The custom parts contained are there to help you enhance your weapons' abilities.

There are 6 weapons and 27 parts in all. Parts include Long Magazine 10, Fir 5d3b920ae0
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resident evil revelations enhancement set

Random attachments you probably wont use or that aren't any good but you'll buy anyway just to see if your missing out on
something or because you need a boost when you first start.. Foreword: This item pack, like its other half, is just a starter kit of
level 1 weapons (which become obsolete fast) and some weapon parts for Raid mode. Unlike the Resistance set, the
Enhancement set consists mostly of common weapon partsu2014the ones you can always find at the shop. The catch is that
some of the parts have quite high level; so high, in fact, that a few of them only drop at late Abyss stages. Whether this kind of
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small head start is worth real money is another question though.. For $.59 the weapons are very nice, especially the D. Eagle and
the attachments are also very useful for the guns they come with and can only get better when you attach them to higher level
guns.. I bought this DLC and noticed that I have better versions of all parts this DLC includes. Waste of money.. It's just
weapon attachments that you can earn by playing the game like a normal person.. Waste of money. Most of these parts can be
obtained normally.. More pay for early in-game advantage. This DLC is so cheap in concept, they reuse the same screenshots as
the Resistance Set DLC :D Using these weapons will lead to an absolute ROFLstomp through the early levels. I highly advise
against using this or the Resistance Set at all. I only have this because it was included in a less than $10 Steam winter sale
complete version. As I predicted the DLCs for this game mostly provide a worse experience for gameplay. Where is the in-
game console where I can spawn any kind of gun or attachment using the proper code? At least my attachment inventory space
seems to be unlimited and doesn't cost real money :P In comparison, I'm finding using battle points which I earned enjoyable for
unlocks. Such as overall gun storage space, ammo capacity, body armor, and herb capacity. That's actually fun. Giving game
devs/publishers my retirement savings for minimal effort DLCs is not my idea of fun.
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